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Awareness of the art and science of logistics continues to increase. Especially in today's worldwide competitive marketplace where the launch of a truly new, creative product is quickly followed by competition offering multiple choices with the same look, feel; the means for customer retention. For this reason, great interest in reverse logistics has been piqued. Companies that previously did not devote much time energy to the management of return systems in reverse logistics are factors such as timing, quality; the quantity of product returns. While this is how the term was originally used, it has become a blanket term for efforts to reduce the environmental impact of the supply chain. A new opportunity for reverse logistics is forming across industries, it is the reality that companies must be more environmentally conscious, focusing on sustainable practices; becoming more socially responsible corporations. This is often referred to simply as Green. This is why true visionaries in reverse logistics recognize that several areas are opening up for both educating their companies about reverse logistics while being on the leading edge inside their companies toward the vital goal of becoming green. Reverse Logistics has the opportunity to support new green corporate initiatives; to bring new practices, benefits; cost savings to their companies. Turning Green to Gold will happen only in organizations who have the management superiority; experience to develop the new vision; who can find a way to gather the facts; details needed to launch effective competences to maximize the level of customer satisfaction through green initiatives. All in all, this paper aims at exploring reverse logistics trends; practices that will act as a guide to a sustainable green supply chain to achieve both ecological and economic advantages.